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(+1)3233204800 - http://sugarfishsushi.com/our-locations/hollywood

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sugarfish By Sushi Nozawa from Los Angeles. Currently, there
are 18 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Sugarfish By Sushi Nozawa:
my first time here and it was such a great experience. the food was very fresh and delicious. Beyond that, our

server and pretty much all employees with the menu were very knowledgeable. every time the courts came out,
the server would explain each court product. great ambiente! I think the only case is that the seats were very

tight and close to other guests. on the flip side they ask for proof of vaccine and ID. th... read more. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like

about Sugarfish By Sushi Nozawa:
Not sure if it was just this location but I usually love Sugarfish. This experience was not what I remember. We

ordered the Don't Think Just Eat, and a few pieces of the nigiri and the sashimi starter had a ponzu type sauce
on it and they drowned those dishes in sauce. Too much. The rice was falling apart under all of the nigiri we

received which made it hard to eat with chopsticks. The service was strange in that I... read more. For those who
want to a beer after work and hang out with friends, Sugarfish By Sushi Nozawa from Los Angeles is a good bar,
and easily digestible Japanese meals are being made with lots of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat.

The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Sugarfish By Sushi Nozawa. Anyone who finds the
normal and generally known menus too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some

exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, In addition, the drinks menu that is offered in this established eatery is
impressive. It offers a wide selection of beers from the region and the whole world.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Drink�
SAKE

Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

LOBSTER

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

EEL

SCALLOPS

TUNA

SHRIMP

YELLOWTAIL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30 -22:00
Tuesday 11:30 -22:00
Wednesday 11:30 -22:00
Thursday 11:30 -22:00
Friday 11:30 -22:00
Saturday 11:30 -22:00
Sunday 12:00 -21:00
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